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An Introduction to VoIP and What it Means for
Small Businesses

For small and growing businesses, switching from traditional phone systems
to Voice-over IP (VoIP) systems is an inevitable decision to make at one point
or another. The advantages that VoIP phone systems provide are invaluable -
lowered operating costs and improved communications are things that any
business, in any industry, can benefit from.

Conventional phone systems only hold businesses back in terms of cost and
exibility, and partial solutions aren’t much better. With today’s VoIP phone
system payment models, businesses can pay for only what they need, and
nothing more. There’s no reason to pay for 25 individual phone lines for 25
users if they’re not going to be used around the clock.

Hosted VoIP and user/extension payment models make it possible for
businesses to cut back on per-line costs and retain the phone functionality
their organization needs.

The big decision for leaders in growing businesses doesn’t concern whether
they should upgrade or not, but rather when they should do so. The pros of
upgrading are clear, but the best time to upgrade can be a little more hazy.
The best time to make the switch to VoIP depends entirely on your business
and its needs: when the switch is not only practical, but also smart.

In this guide, we highlight several stages in business growth in which
switching to VoIP phone systems makes sense and provides the greatest
value.



You're Scaling Your Business

We keep saying VoIP is perfect for small and growing businesses, and there’s a
good reason for that - VoIP phone systems are communication built for
growth. Hosted VoIP solutions operate entirely over the cloud, which makes it
incredibly easy and a ordable for businesses to add new users or rearrange
existing ones.
There are several hiccups a small business can face scaling their organization
with traditional phone systems in place. Unwarranted down-time and
expensive maintenance/installation can make growing a business turn from
exciting to frustrating.
When you’re a business leader in an organization on the rise, you don’t want
to worry about your phone systems or how much hooking up new lines will
cost you (because believe us, it will cost you). This is why phone system
models that allow you to pay for what you need - when you need it - are so
valuable for those expanding their teams.
In addition to slashing installation costs, VoIP phone systems make it easy for
teammanagers to plug in new users, set permissions and track data during
heavy growth periods. Most VoIP systems come packed with intuitive
management portals, which help those in charge not just add users, but also
make sure they’re building the best team with the best people.



You're Opening A New Branch

Now that we’re on the topic of growth, we’ll discuss another very beneficial
time for businesses to switch from outdated, conventional phone systems to
hosted VoIP: when a business is opening a new branch, or even multiple
branches.

This is a very exciting time, and it can be easy to forget about things like your
phone system or service provider.

However, this is also a very smart time to move away from traditional phone
systems and arrangements with service providers in your area.
One benefit many businesses receive from hosted VoIP is the ability to
seamlessly spread their phone systems across multiple locations as needed,
without long periods of down-time or costly installation fees. If you’re stuck
with a traditional phone system, considering VoIP and about to open a new
branch of your business, there’ll never be a better opportunity to switch.

Once you have a VoIP phone system provider, all you need to do
when opening a new office is hook up the Internet and inform your provider of
the new location.
For decision-makers in your business, equipping multiple offices with a single
phone system (all lines, extensions and users connected over the cloud) unites
all user data under one management portal and makes it easy to gather
information from both individual offices and the entire enterprise.



You Need to Improve Staff Mobility

If you have a highly mobile workforce and still use conventional business
phone systems, you’re already holding yourself back. Today’s cloud-based
VoIP phone systems are fully compatible with personal mobile devices, and
keep yourself and your staff connected despite out-of-office work.

Calls to VoIP phone lines can be forwarded to personal devices
instantaneously, so users never miss a beat and business continues as usual
during eld work that would otherwise disrupt communication.

Traditional business phone systems just
don’t work for organisations with

frequent or regular out-of-office work.

Once VoIP phone systems are hooked up to the cloud in your office locations,
any calls your staff make or receive can be completed using smartphones;
better yet, all call data that would normally be collected during an in-office call
is carried over, as the mobile call is made over the same VoIP network, with
the same user and phone number. With VoIP, your highly mobile workforce
can stay productive anytime, anywhere.



You're Paying Way Too Much

Deciding when to switch to VoIP based on cost isn’t as clear cut as, say,
switching during a move or providing your mobile workforce a smarter
system. For traditional phone systems, what’s too much in terms of cost?

How do VoIP payment models make switching to VoIP advantageous?
Conventional phone systems, in which you pay for a line for every user (and
then some, for kitchen, conference and reception phones), can put a
significant strain on a growing business’s budget.

Some of these lines
you may

never even use.

If traditional phone systems are putting a major strain on your budget, cloud-
based VoIP and user/extension phone systemmodels can provide a great deal
of value. You no longer have to pay for that phone line in your kitchen, or
dozens of phone lines when only ten are used at a time. Payment models
based on user / extension allow you to pay for only what you need, when you
need it as your business grows.
Not convinced?
Think about how much you’re spending providing a separate
phone line for every teammember in your office(s). Are they all using their
business phone line at once? It’s highly unlikely if you’renot operating a call
center, and an expensive problem too manysmall businesses face. However,
you can’t exactly take phones away from certain staff members or make them
share a phone line, either. This also goes without mentioning ongoing
maintenance costs, expensive scaling and frustrations with your phone service
provider.



Conclusion

There’s no golden rule when it comes to switching from conventional business
phone systems to cloud-based VoIP; however, there are several stages in
business growth that it proves the most useful and o ers the greatest results.

The best time to switch to VoIP phone systems depends on your
business, where you hope to take your business, and howmuch
practical and financial sense it makes to switch.

If you’re constantly burdened with expensive, ongoing maintenance fees,
opening new branches or managing a highly mobile workforce, there’s much
that hosted VoIP systems can offer your business. When deciding if you should
switch to a VoIP phone system solution, enterprise growth and monthly
cost should be the two biggest factors you consider.

New payment models are making cloud-based, highly mobile phone systems
accessible for businesses of any size. You can now reap all the benefits of VoIP
while only paying for the exact number of lines you need; it’s a practical and
customizable way to connect your business communications over the cloud.
Stop overpaying for conventional phone lines and excessive growth costs - if
you want a better phone system to all around serve your business and also
keep growth costs to a minimum,make the switch now.

CLICK HERE TO GET IN TOUCH
We look forward to talking with you

http://www.sprintcommunications.co.uk/voip

